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What is a Monolithic Dome?

Built according to ACI 334.3R-05,
monolithic domes may be described as
“construction of concrete shells using
inflated forms.” Three materials: concrete,
rebar, and polyurethane foam, are applied
to the inside of an inflated woven-vinyl
airform to construct a seamless, insulated,
clear-span, reinforced concrete structure.

Why build a Monolithic Dome?

Regardless of the industry or service, a
monolithic dome provides numerous
advantages:
Energy Efficiency - the monolithic
dome requires an approximate two
Watts per square foot of floor area
for heating an occupied structure. In
some instances, a completely passive
system may be achieved for heating
and cooling.

Figure 1 - Cutaway of a monolithic dome’s construction

Durability - by design, the monolithic
dome places the entirety of the concrete
in a compressive state. This allows
the monolithic dome to withstand:
tornadoes, hurricanes, and earthquakes.
Additionally, monolithic domes have
been exposed to forest fires and have only
received minor damage to the airform
and exterior surface of the insulation - the
structure and contents were safe.
Rapid Construction - a monolithic
dome structure can be built start to finish
in weeks. Once the airform is inflated,
the rest of the construction is completed
inside - weather delays do not exist with a
monolithic dome.
Low Maintenance - due to the shape
and construction materials, monolithic
domes have lower maintenance costs than
conventional structures. In many cases,
monolithic domes have not required
maintenance for years.

Figure 2 - Cutaway of a monolithic dome with a side load
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Infinitely Variable - the monolithic
dome is a truly versatile building that can
accommodate any need or restriction.
Specifically, a monolithic dome can
be built to best fit a section of land and
volume requirements.
LEED Ready - with only four items
on a Bill of Materials list, a monolithic
dome can be constructed anywhere
in the world with a majority of the
construction material locally sourced,
minimizing shipping costs. In addition,
the construction process produces very
little waste. These factors, combined with
the energy efficiency and durability, make
a monolithic dome an excellent choice for
LEED certification.

Figure 3 - Urea storage in Saskatchewan, Canada

What can a monolithic dome be
used for?

A monolithic dome can be used for
anything, including, but not limited to:
• Dry bulk storage
• Liquid storage
• Warehouse
• Maintenance facility
• Office space
Monolithic domes have been successfully
used to store the following materials:
• Potash, salt, fertilizer
• Cement powder, aggregate
• Urea
• Ores
• Grains, food products
• Water, potable and non-potable
• And more

Figure 4 - Cement storage in Ontario, Canada

Who is Canadian Dome
Industries Ltd.?

Canadian Dome Industries Ltd. is a wholly
Canadian owned company and part of the
CSBP Group of companies, which have
been providing safe and quality service to
multiple industries since 1968.

Figure 5 - Borax storage in California, USA

